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Abstract

This paper describes a supervised learning approach to sow-activity classi-

fication from accelerometer measurements. In the proposed methodology,

pairs of accelerometer measurements and activity types are considered as la-

beled instances of a usual supervised classification task. Under this scenario

sow-activity classification can be approached with standard machine learn-

ing methods for pattern classification. Individual predictions for elements of

times series of arbitrary length are combined to classify it as a whole. An

extensive comparison of representative learning algorithms, including neu-

ral networks, support vector machines, and ensemble methods, is presented.

Experimental results are reported using a data set for sow-activity classifica-
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tion collected in a real production herd. The data set, which has been widely

used in related works, includes measurements from active (Feeding, Rooting,

Walking) and passive (Lying Sternally, Lying Sternally) activities. When

classifying one-second length observations, the best method achieved an av-

erage recognition rate of 74.64%, for the five activities. When classifying

two-minutes length time series, the performance of the best model increased

to 80%. This is an important improvement from the 64% average recogni-

tion rate for the same five activities obtained in previous work. The pattern

classification approach was also evaluated in alternative scenarios, including

distinguishing between active and passive categories, and a multiclass setting.

In general, better results were obtained when using a tree-based logitboost

classifier. This method proved to be very robust to noise in observations.

Besides its higher performance, the suggested method is more flexible than

previous approaches, since time series of any length can be analyzed.

Keywords: Accelerometer measurements, Logitboost with trees, Pattern

classification, CLOP, Sow-activity classification

1. Introduction1

Automated monitoring of animal behavior enables oestrus, health disor-2

ders, and animal-welfare in general to be supervised on a large scale. It is3

therefore an important research area within livestock production. Recent re-4

search and development have targeted animal activity recognition, since the5

recognition of basic animal activities can help to detect and monitor impor-6

tant events such as oestrus, pregnancy or parturition. Data collected from7

sensors physically-attached to animals have been successfully used to clas-8
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sify the activities of individual animals when housed in groups (Cornou and9

Lundbye-Christensen, 2010; Firk et al., 2002; Umstatter et al., 2008). The10

main motivation behind physically-attached sensors is to gather real-time11

(first hand) information of the animals’ behavior. In addition, sensors such12

as infrared and accelerometers are affordable and accurate, which make them13

suitable tools for commercial research. The activities of dairy cows, sows and14

other species have been monitored and classified using data collected from15

these types of sensor.16

The present work focused on the classification of individual sows’ activity17

using accelerometers measurements. Previous studies (Cornou and Lundbye-18

Christensen, 2008, 2010) used dynamic linear models to classify different sow19

activities. In particular, Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010) used a20

Multi-Process Kalman Filter (MPKF) which achieved excellent classification21

results for passive (lying laterally, LL, and lying sternally, LS) and active22

(feeding, FE, rooting, RO, and walking, WA) activities. The authors re-23

ported a 64.4% average recognition rate. The current study aimed at im-24

proving the recognition performance obtained by the MPKF for active (FE25

RO WA) and passive(LL and LS) sow activities by classifying accelerometer26

data using a supervised machine learning process that neglects time depen-27

dencies between sample-measurements. Specifically, the classification of time28

series is approached as a standard (atemporal) pattern classification task that29

can be solved with a variety of techniques (Duda et al., 2000; Hastie et al.,30

2009). In this way, time series of arbitrary length (duration) can be analyzed31

by combining the predictions provided by the model for the elements (accel-32

eration measurements) of the series. This formulation offers a wide flexibility33
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for the on-line monitoring of animals. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that34

four accelerometer measurements (axes x, y, z, and the norm of the accel-35

eration vector) recorded at an instant (1Hz in this study) are informative36

enough to discover and recognize sow activities.37

Using the data set from Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010), clas-38

sification results are generated by applying six of the most representative39

classifiers from the fields of machine learning and pattern recognition (Duda40

et al., 2000; Hastie et al., 2009; Saffari and Guyon, 2006): neural networks41

(neural), support vector machines (SVM), näıve Bayes (naive), a linear clas-42

sifier (zarbi), random forest (RF) and logitboost-with-trees (logitboost).43

The performance of these classifiers is evaluated under different scenarios.44

The main contributions of the study presented in this paper are as follows:45

• A highly-effective supervised-learning approach to sow-activity classi-46

fication where time dependencies between measurements are ignored.47

• The proposed approach is able to classify measurements recorded at48

an instance (a second) of time, facilitating the real-time monitoring of49

animal-behavior in practice.50

• In addition, a method combining predictions made at the observation51

(second) level for classifying time series of varying length is proposed.52

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes53

the method used to obtain the accelerometer data of five types of sow activi-54

ties. Section 3 follows with background information on pattern classification55

and leads into Section 4 where the supervised learning approach is presented.56

Section 5 reports the classification results obtained using the six classification57
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methods for the five activity types. The classifiers are tested on an individ-58

ual basis, per activity, and as a multiclass problem, across all activities. The59

classifiers are also tested under different data-input scenarios, using data60

samples at 1Hz (an observation) and for time series of accelerometer data of61

two minutes (a series of observations). Section 6 concludes with the findings62

of this study and outlines future work directions.63

2. Acceleration measurements64

2.1. Time series recording65

Time series of acceleration measurements were collected for 11 group-66

housed sows, in a Danish production herd. These experimental sows were67

housed in a dynamic group of approximately 100 sows, where the pen was68

22.45 m long by 12.45 m wide. Resting areas were straw-bedded and activity69

areas had solid or slatted floors.70

The accelerometers and a battery package was placed on a box fitted on71

each experimental sow using a neck collar, so that the box was placed on the72

lowest part, i.e. at the bottom of the neck, for each of the 11 sows. Acceler-73

ation data were measured in three dimensions using a digital accelerometer74

(LIS3L02DS from STMicroelectronics) four times per second, 24 hours a day,75

during 20 days. Furthermore, the sows were video recorded 24 hours a day.76

Video recordings were used to identify the types of activity that the experi-77

mental sows (individually marked on their back) were performing.78

2.2. Data set construction79

This study used the two data sets from Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen80

(2008, 2010). Five types of activity were included: feeding (FE), rooting81
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(RO), walking (WA), lying sternally (LS) and lying laterally (LL).82

The data sets contain extracts (observations) of time series corresponding83

to each of the five activities. Each extract is a 4D vector of measurements,84

with values for the three-dimensional axes x, y and z and the length of the85

acceleration vector a =
√

x2 + y2 + z2. A learning (or training) data set was86

used to train discriminative models and a test data set was used to evaluate87

the classification methods.88

• The learning data set includes 46 series of 10 min: 6, 7, 11, 11 and 1189

series, respectively for FE, RO, WA, LS and LL.90

• The test data set includes 490 series of 2 min: 84, 79, 107, 110 and 110,91

respectively for FE, RO, WA, LS and LL.92

Video recordings were used to select the series’ extracts. The procedure93

was carried out by a single person, who simultaneously analyzed the video94

and noted the start and end of activities on the printed time series. Since95

a change of activity can be visualized on the series (for one or more axes),96

this ensured a good concordance between the activity and the series’ extract.97

Any overlapping of activity (especially between RO and FE) was reduced to98

a minimum. Moreover, missing data and the fact that sows perform more99

rarely RO and FE activities resulted in a smaller number of series for these100

activities.101

The two data sets differ in terms of time series’ length. For the learning102

data set, a length of 10 min was chosen in order to have sufficient training103

time for the development of the classification method, and considered as a104

maximum length (especially with respect to FE), since the extract should105
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contain an activity performed continuously. For the test data set, a length106

of 2 min was considered as sufficient to recognize a given activity, and short107

enough to reduce overlapping of different activities. The data set used in108

this study is described in more details in Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen109

(2010).110

3. Pattern classification111

A wide range of pattern classification methods have been developed (Duda112

et al., 2000; Hastie et al., 2009), as pattern classifiers are important core113

components within machine learning and pattern recognition systems. The114

supervised pattern-classification process involves finding a map between ob-115

servations (inputs) and labels (outputs), given a set of data for which the116

correspondence between inputs (observations) and outputs (labelled data)117

are known. In this study, during the process of classifying sow activities,118

the four accelerometer measurements are considered to be the observations119

and the labels correspond to the different activities to be recognized. Classic120

pattern classification problems include: handwritten digit recognition, spam121

filtering and face recognition. In this work, observations are 4D accelerom-122

eter measurements and the labels correspond to the different activities to123

recognize (Section 4).124

Let us consider a data set D formed by N pairs in the form (xi, yi), where125

xi ∈ R
d is an observation, d is the dimensionality of the observations, and126

yi ∈ C indicates the corresponding class label for xi, where C = {1, . . . , K}127

for a problem of K classes or labels associated to the problem at hand.128

The classification problem for D = {(xi, yi)}1,...,N consists of finding a129
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function f of the form f : xi ∈ R
d → yi ∈ C, from the paired samples in D.130

The learned function f must be able to classify unseen observations x that131

are generated from the same distribution as x1,...,N , with unknown associated132

labels.133

For convenience, when performing binary classification (where K=2) la-134

bels are usually represented by yi ∈ {−1, 1} instead of yi ∈ {1, 2}. Under135

this setting the label associated to an unseen example x can be obtained by136

y = sign(f(x)). Figure 1 shows a synthetic binary classification problem for137

observations in xi ∈ R
2 and the solution found using a linear classifier.138

[Figure 1 about here.]139

The form of f is defined by a learning algorithm. For example, f can take140

the form f(x) = wx+ b, as in Figure 1, where w is a vector of parameters of141

the model learned from D. Classifiers using a function of this form are called142

linear classifiers (Duda et al., 2000). There are many other classification143

methods which use alternative function forms and learning algorithms, as144

for instance, neural networks, probabilistic classifiers (e.g., näıve Bayes) and145

similarity based methods (e.g., 1−NN). In this study, we consider the set of146

classification methods available in a machine learning toolbox called CLOP1
147

(Section 5.1). A detailed description of each of these methods being out of148

the scope of this paper, we refer the reader to Duda et al. (2000); Hastie149

et al. (2009) for a comprehensive review.150

1http://clopinet.com/CLOP/
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4. Supervised learning of sow activities151

This section describes the supervised learning approach to sow-activity152

classification. It presents the process by which time series are preprocessed153

in order to obtain the training examples for building a pattern classifica-154

tion model. Then, the proposed approach to sow-activity classification is155

described, providing details on how time series of arbitrary length can be156

classified.157

4.1. Representation of observations158

The data considered in this study consist of 4D time series labeled with159

one out of the five activity types (introduced in Section 2). In order to develop160

a supervised learning method for sow-activity classification, data must be161

preprocessed, transforming labeled time series into fixed length patterns. A162

time series j of length Mj can be seen as matrix of dimensions 4×Mj :163

Sj =

















x
j
1,1 x

j
1,2 · · · x

j
1,Mj

x
j
2,1 x

j
2,2 · · · x

j
2,Mj

x
j
3,1 x

j
3,2 · · · x

j
3,Mj

x
j
4,1 x

j
4,2 · · · x

j
4,Mj

















(1)

where xa,b is the bth measurement in dimension a for time series j. Each164

column of Sj is the 4D measurement at a given time. For each activity type165

k, all corresponding time series are combined, resulting in a large series of166

the form Sk = [S1, . . . ,SNk
], where Nk is the number of series associated to167

activity k. Since each Sj is a matrix, Sk becomes:168
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Sk =
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4,2 · · · x
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(2)

with 4 rows and
∑Nk

n=1Mn columns. Figure 2 shows the combined time169

series (Sk) for the five activities considered in this work, corresponding to170

the training set. As expected, passive activities (lying laterally and sternally)171

show small variations in the four dimensions. However, noisy measurements172

are noticeable for both activities. Most of this noise reflects where a new173

series starts, approximately each 10 min. This is due to the position of the174

sensor on the neck collar, which can slightly differ from sow to sow, or to175

the angle of the lying position. These noisy measurements complicate the176

construction of classification models at the observation level. It should be177

noticed, however, that some of the classification methods considered in this178

study (logitboost, RF, neural) are specifically designed to work with noisy179

and/or mislabeled data. The sows’ active activities such as walking, feeding180

and rooting, show larger acceleration variations in the four dimensions, which181

makes the differences from series to series less noticeable.182

[Figure 2 about here.]183

Since all of the measurements in Sk belong to activity k, a data set184

D = {(xi, yi)}i=1,...,N of pairs of accelerometer-measurements (xi ∈ R
4) and185

activity-type labels yi ∈ {FE,RO,LL,WA,LS} is generated as follows. For186

each activity type k, each column of Sk is an observation xi, with the corre-187

sponding label yi, set manually by observing the activity of which Sk belongs188

to. Hence, N =
∑K

k=1MSk
, where MSk

is the number of columns in the189
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matrix Sk. In machine learning, it is a convention that input data are repre-190

sented by a matrix where each row is an observation and the columns are the191

different attributes associated with the instances. We obtain this standard192

representation by taking the transpose of each Sk and using its rows as the193

observations.194

Learning and test data sets are represented as described above, with D195

denoting the generated learning/training and T the test data sets. Data sets196

D and T can be used with any learning algorithm in a standard supervised197

classification setting (Section 3). Data set D is used to train the classification198

model, that is, learning the parameters of the pattern classification function199

(e.g., w and b for the linear classifier from Figure 1). The trained model is200

then used to make predictions for observations in T into each of the sow-201

activity classes. The performance of the classification model is evaluated202

by comparing the predictions made by the model with the true labels for203

observations in T .204

This representation can be used to develop classification methods at the205

observation level. A function f can be learned to map instantaneous mea-206

surements (i.e., of duration 1 second) into the considered sow-activity types.207

Since each observation can be labeled, series of arbitrary length can also be208

labeled by combining the predictions made for the series’ observations (see209

Section 4.2).210

For learning and evaluating the proposed approach a methodology sim-211

ilar to previous works on sow-activity classification (Cornou and Lundbye-212

Christensen, 2008, 2010) was adopted. For each activity type a function fk is213

learned, where f is able to discriminate between observations of activity type214
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k and the other activities j : j 6= k. Thus, there are k binary classification215

problems, one for each activity. In this setting, for each activity type and216

given an observation x, the goal is to determine whether x corresponds to217

activity k or not. The performance of each classifier is therefore evaluated218

independently.219

Additionally, the multiclass performance of the proposed approach, that220

is, the performance obtained when all of the k classifiers are run simulta-221

neously is evaluated. Under this scenario, given an observation x, the goal222

is to assign it to one of the k activity types, by using the learned classifiers223

f1,...,K . There are several ways to build multiclass classifiers. Here, one of the224

most successful and most used technique, the one-vs-all approach (Rifkin and225

Klautau, 2004), was considered. Under this approach, the outputs of the k226

binary models are combined to generate multiclass predictions, as illustrated227

in Figure 3.228

Let xT ∈ R
4 denote an observation whose class is unknown. The vec-229

tor is passed through the K classifiers and each binary classifier provides a230

confidence value fk(x
T ) ∈ [−1, 1] that indicates how confident classifier fk231

is in recognizing the activity associated to observation xT as the kth. The232

label assigned to xT corresponds to the classifier that obtains the highest233

confidence: yT = argmaxk
(

fk(x
T )

)

, see Rifkin and Klautau (2004) for more234

details.235

[Figure 3 about here.]236

4.2. Labeling time series237

Trained classifiers fk can make activity predictions for observations with238

duration of 1 second. This is advantageous as time series of arbitrary length239
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can then be classified, whereas in previous works, methods were only eval-240

uated at the series-level using series of fixed length (Cornou and Lundbye-241

Christensen, 2008, 2010). Besides this important advantage, the proposed242

approach can still make predictions for time series of any length greater than243

one observation, by combining the predictions made for the individual accel-244

eration measurements of a given series.245

When time series of arbitrary length (i.e., composed of more than a single246

observation) need to be classified, the outputs of the learned model have to247

be postprocessed. The following approach, based on ideas from set classifi-248

cation (Ning and Karypis, 2008), was adopted. Let T = {x1, . . . ,xMT
} be249

a time series of length MT and let {fk(x1), . . . , fk(xMT
)} be the confidence250

values for class k as returned by classifier fk for each observation of T . For251

each activity type k:252

pk(T ) =
1

MT

MT
∑

i=1

fk(xi) (3)

is calculated. To discriminate between series of type k and any other series,253

Y T = sign(pk(T )) is used. In that case, series T belongs to activity k if254

and only if Y T ≥ 0. For the multiclass setting, (Section 4.1), series T is255

associated with the label that achieves the highest value of pk(T ), i.e.:256

argmax
k

(

pk(T )
)

. (4)

The activity corresponding to the maximum pk(T ) across the time series257

is determined and the corresponding label is used to label the time series.258
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5. Experimental results and discussion259

This section describes the experiments designed to evaluate the perfor-260

mance of the proposed approach and their results. After describing the ex-261

perimental setup, the performance of different classifiers for making predic-262

tions at observation level is reported. Then, the performance of the proposed263

approach for classifying time series of varying time length is presented.264

5.1. Experimental setup265

Some additional characteristics of the data set used in the study (from266

Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010); see also Section 2) are summa-267

rized in Table 1. The data set is almost balanced in terms of observation268

numbers available for each activity type. However, the challenge is the low269

dimensionality of data (4D) and the noise in the data (Figure 2).270

[Table 1 about here.]271

The following classifiers available in the CLOP toolbox (Saffari and Guyon,272

2006) were considered in the experimental study: neural network (neural),273

support vector machine classifier (SVM), näıve Bayes classifier (naive), linear274

classifier (zarbi), random forest (RF) and logitboost with trees (logitboost).275

5.2. Sow-activity classification of observations276

This section presents the results obtained in the classification of accel-277

eration measurements at the observation level (1Hz). Table 2 shows the278

percentage of correct classifications at the observation level for each of the279

considered activities and for each of the considered methods. The results are280

obtained from the test data set.281
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[Table 2 about here.]282

The classification performance obtained from the different classifiers un-283

veils the difficulty of the problem: most results shown in Table 2 are below284

70% of correct classifications in the test data set. Although the performance285

of the considered classifiers is low, it should be noted that the classifica-286

tion methods were evaluated on an observation basis (≈ 60000 observations).287

Moreover, the results obtained with methods zarbi and logitboost are com-288

parable with those obtained (at the series-level) in previous work (Cornou289

and Lundbye-Christensen, 2010) (see also Table 4), even though the reported290

methods exploited time dependencies.291

From Table 2, it can be seen that the best performing method is the292

logitboost classifier, followed by a linear method (zarbi). On average,293

the difference in performance between logitboost and the best alterna-294

tive, zarbi, is of more than 9%, and the average difference in performance295

of logitboost over the other methods is significantly larger. The naive296

method outperformed logitboost in the LL activity, although it is clear297

from its performance in the other activities (close to zero) that this classifier298

always predicted the LL activity regardless of the observation. The zarbi299

classifier outperformed logitboost in WA and LS activities, making it a reg-300

ular classification method. The performances of the widely used classifiers301

SVM and neural are rather poor regardless of the activity type.302

Results indicate furthermore that, in general, the passive activities (LL303

and LS) are more difficult to classify for the considered methods, as compared304

to the active ones (FE, RO, and WA). This was also reported in previous305

works (Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen, 2008, 2010) and may be due to the306
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fact that time series for passive activities contain noisy measurements due307

to the eventual movements of sows. Besides, as previously mentioned, the308

concatenation of time series of different sows (and time) may be the main309

source of noise into the combined series, due to slightly different angles of310

lying positions and slightly different positions of the sensors around the neck311

collars (Figure 2).312

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) obtained by the considered clas-313

sifiers on test set observations was also calculated. The ROC curve is a plot314

of the true positives rate versus the true negative rate, by varying the values315

of the classification threshold (Fawcett, 2006) (Figure 4). The AUC summa-316

rizes with a real number in [0, 1] the performance of a classifier: the closer317

to 1, the better is the performance of the method. AUC is one of the most318

used evaluation measures in machine learning and pattern recognition and319

its main advantage is that it is independent of the classification thresholds of320

classifiers (Fawcett, 2006). Therefore, the integrity of the confidence values321

provided by the binary classifiers f1,...,K for each activity type can be evalu-322

ated. This is particularly important for the current study as the outputs of323

classifiers are combined to make predictions at the series-level.324

[Table 3 about here.]325

Table 3 shows the AUC performance obtained by the considered classifiers326

on the observations from the test data set. It can be seen that logitboost327

outperforms the other methods in all of the activities. Here, zarbi ob-328

tains the worst average performance, while both RF and neural obtained329

competitive performances. Figure 4 shows the ROC curves for the two best330
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performing models: logitboost and RF. ROC curves for logitboost largely331

outperform those from RF across the five considered activities.332

Results from Tables 2 and 3, and from Figure 4 suggest that the best333

option for building a series-level sow-activity predictor is the logitboost334

classifier.335

[Figure 4 about here.]336

5.3. Sow-activity classification of time series337

This section reports the performance of the considered methods in the338

classification of sow activity in time series. The 490 time series of the test339

set (average duration of 2 minutes, i.e. 120 observations) were used. For340

classifying a time series, the predictions made by classifiers for the individual341

observations of a given time series are combined (Section 4.2).342

The classification was done using sign(pk(T )) (Eq. 3). Table 4 shows343

the percentage of correct classifications at the series-level for each activity344

type obtained by each of the six classification methods. For comparison, the345

results obtained by Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010) are provided346

under the column heading Reference in Table 4.347

[Table 4 about here.]348

From Table 4, it can be seen that logitboost obtains the best aver-349

age classification performance at the series-level, along with zarbi which is350

also highly effective. Both classifiers, logitboost and zarbi, outperform351

significantly the average performance obtained by the multi-process Kalman352

filter (MPKF) used in Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010). The MPKF353
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method obtained better classification performance than both logitboost354

and zarbi for the LL activity. However, for activities RO and WA, the355

classifiers zarbi and logitboost significantly outperform the performance356

of the MPKF approach. These results suggest that the supervised learning357

approach to sow-activity classification is an effective solution for this task,358

even though this approach does no consider time dependencies between ob-359

servations.360

Results obtained at the observational level (see Table 2) and series level361

(see Table 4) indicate that the logitboost method is the preferable approach362

to adopt in a sow-activity classification system. logitboost clearly outper-363

forms the MPKF approach and most of the other classification methods.364

zarbi may also be considered another option as it performed well at both365

the observational and series level. However, logitboost showed a more366

regular performance across activities than zarbi at both observation and367

series-level; besides logitboost outperforms significantly zarbi in terms of368

AUC performance (see Table 3).369

5.4. Classifying between Passive and Active categories370

In Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen (2010), classification results for the371

five activity types were combined into passive (LL, LS) and active (FE, RO,372

WA) categories. This approach was further elaborated in this study, using all373

of the considered classification methods. In the supervised learning context,374

this is a standard binary classification task. Hence, observations labeled375

with activities LS and LL were assigned the passive label (i.e., 1, the positive376

class) and activities FE, RO and WA, were labeled as active (i.e., −1, the377

negative class). Then the considered classifiers were used for building f .378
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The predictions made for the observations were combined to label the times379

series as described in Section 4.2. Table 5 shows the results obtained with380

the considered methods for active versus passive activity classification at the381

series-level.382

[Table 5 about here.]383

Results indicate that, on average, logitboost outperforms the other384

methods, although the difference between logitboost and the neuralmethod385

is small. The majority of the classifiers had difficulty in correctly labeling the386

passive category at a times series level, as compared to the active category.387

This is likely due to the fact that, in general, little variation was observed388

in time series from passive activities in the four dimensional measurements389

(Figure 2), which is an expected pattern since the sow is almost not moving.390

However, the collected data for passive activities contains few observations391

with high variations as well, mainly for the LS activity. It is hypothesized392

that such variations are incorrectly classified as active behaviors at the ob-393

servation level, and that these errors are reflected when classifying the series.394

Figure 5 shows the predictions made by the logitboost classifier for each395

of the 490 test-set time series in the active versus passive activity classification396

problem. The outputs were normalized to the interval [0, 1]. Hence, the397

classification threshold is set as y = 0.5. Errors made by the model are shown398

as red squares. It can be seen that most errors are made for observations399

belonging to activities LS, LL and WA. The errors obtained for WA activity400

can be a result of the small variation observed both for the length of the vector401

and for the z−axis for this activity. This pattern may be confused by the402
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classifiers with the corresponding small variations of all axes for activities LL403

and LS. Nevertheless, most FE and RO time series were correctly classified.404

[Figure 5 about here.]405

Columns 7 and 8 of Table 5 shows that the performance obtained with406

logitboost (94.46% and 85.00% for active and passive activities, respec-407

tively) is lower than what was reported in previous work (96.00% and 94.00%,408

correspondingly). However, it should be noticed that in the previous study409

(Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen, 2010), one model (MPKF) was trained410

and applied for each of the five activities, of which results were later on com-411

bined, and not for each category (active versus passive). In this study, a single412

binary classifier was trained for each category, with each of the considered413

methods. Hence, the results are not directly comparable.414

5.5. Multiclass performance of the classifiers415

Previous tables reported results of per-activity classification performance.416

The reported evaluation measures indicated the performance of each model in417

discriminating between each activity and the rest. These evaluation measures418

assess the performance of the per-activity models and not the performance419

when all models are evaluated simultaneously. The latter scenario being more420

realistic, the multiclass performance of the proposed approach was evaluated.421

Equation (4) was used to obtain the multiclass predictions from the output422

of the binary classifiers.423

Table 6 shows the percentage of correct classifications in a multiclass424

setting (i.e., the percentage of series that were labeled correctly by the425

whole multiclass classifier) for the considered methods. The best classifier426
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(logitboost) classified around 51% of the ≈ 60000 observations and above427

60% of the times series. This indicates that one out of two observations was428

correctly labeled and associated with one of the five activity classes. While429

this result may seem low, this should be set in perspective with random pre-430

dictions, which would result in an accuracy of 20%. Since the results reported431

herein are, for the considered data set, the best reported so far, results from432

Table 6 indicate that the sow-activity classification is an open problem with433

large room for improvement.434

[Table 6 about here.]435

Table 7 shows the confusion matrix for the logitboost classifier for the436

time series experiment. It can be seen that WA is the less misclassified ac-437

tivity, whereas LS is the most confused. FE and RO are frequently confused.438

As expected, both passive activity types (LS and LL) are frequently confused439

with each other.440

[Table 7 about here.]441

5.6. Classifying series of variable lengths442

In a final experiment the series-level performance of the supervised learn-443

ing approach to sow-activity classification was assessed using time series of444

variable lengths, applying the logitboost classifier only. Figure 6 shows the445

performances of both the passive versus active categories and the multiclass446

classification for times series of different observation numbers. For the pas-447

sive versus active task, the accuracy is reported as the percentage of time448

series correctly labeled, for both passive and active categories.449
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This figure shows the flexility and robustness of the suggested method.450

logitboost achieves a similar performance for any given series’ length. This451

indicates stable predictions regardless of the number of observations in the452

series. Therefore, the proposed approach can be used in a non-specific time453

setting to make predictions for the activities performed by each sow. This is454

an advantage when the goal is to analyze individual sow’s behavior in (near)455

real time.456

[Figure 6 about here.]457

5.7. Logitboost for sow-activity classification458

Experimental results indicate a good performance of the proposed ap-459

proach for sow-activity classification. This approach appeared more effective460

than previous works and is flexible in terms of the length of time series. It461

can be argued that the logitboost classifier is the best of the considered462

methods for a sow-activity classification system, although some of the other463

methods showed acceptable performance as well.464

The logitboost classification technique combines outputs from multiple465

individual methods, called weak learners (i.e. an ensemble method) - the466

usual weak learners being decision trees (Lutz, 2006). These methods have467

proved to reduce overfitting and are very robust to noisy training data (Hastie468

et al., 2009) and logitboost is a method from the boosting family. These469

methods build many individual classifiers iteratively and each of the classi-470

fiers is associated to a weight proportional to its ability to classify training471

instances. In each iteration l, a single classifier hl(x) is built, taking into472

account the weights associated with the instances. The weights are assigned473
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to classifiers, and instances are updated in each iteration of the algorithm.474

When an observation x needs to be classified, it is passed through all of475

the individual methods and a weighted voting strategy is used to assign a476

label to the unseen instance. Hence, f(x) =
∑L

l=1 zl × hl(x), where zl is the477

weight associated with classifier l, and y = sign(f(x)). The particularity478

of logitboost lies in that each individual model is a (regression) decision479

tree and the logit transform is used internally by the algorithm to transform480

the outputs of individual models into probabilities. Details of the particular481

implementation of the logitboost considered in this work are found in Lutz482

(2006); Saffari and Guyon (2006).483

The nature of logitboost and the characteristics of the considered data484

set have clear synergetic properties. On the one hand, the data set contains485

potentially mislabeled data due to the fact that observations were generated486

by labeling time series of considerable duration (see Figures 2 and 5). It487

is here suggested that logitboost is able to ignore, to some extent, the488

contribution of such mislabeled instances when building the decision func-489

tion f . This is achieved automatically by assigning low weights to classi-490

fiers that misclassify noisy instances. Besides, models that are unable to491

classify, accurately enough (i.e. better than random guessing), a subset of492

training instances are disregarded for the model. Hence, only regular clas-493

sification models are considered by logitboost. On the other hand, even494

when noisy observations are used to build individual classifiers, the fact that495

the logitboost classifier is built by many individual models (approximately496

10, 000 in the considered setting) reduces the probability that bad perform-497

ing models dominate the predictions of the ensemble method. Thus, noisy498
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instances and the impact of bad classifiers into logitboost are diminished499

automatically by the model. Training a logitboost binary classifier using500

≈ 60000 observations takes approximately 1 hour on a Pentium Core i3 pro-501

cessor and 4GB in RAM. While this time is not negligible, once the model502

is trained it is able to make predictions efficiently.503

6. Conclusions504

A supervised learning approach to the problem of sow-activity classifica-505

tion was suggested. Under the proposed formulation, pairs of accelerometer506

measurements and activity types are considered as labeled instances of a507

usual supervised classification task. In this setting, sow-activity classifica-508

tion can be approached with standard machine learning methods for pattern509

classification. Individual predictions for elements of a series are combined to510

classify it as a whole, on time series that can have arbitrary length. An exten-511

sive comparison of different learning algorithms for facing the classification512

task was performed.513

Experimental results are reported for a sow-activity classification data set514

used in previous studies. The results show that some classifiers can achieve515

competitive performance, even when no temporal information is incorporated516

in the classification methods. When classifying observations (1 second) the517

best method obtained performance as high as 75% on average for the five518

types of activities considered. When classifying time series of 2 minutes519

length, the classification performance increased to 80% (on average) for the520

5 activities. This was a marked improvement from the 64% classification per-521

formance for the five activities reported in Cornou and Lundbye-Christensen522
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(2010). A very good performance was also obtained when distinguishing be-523

tween active (FE, RO, WA) and passive (LS, LL) categories. The highest524

average performance under this setting approached 90%, which is lower than525

the best previous-work’s results (95%). However, the proposed approach526

builds a single classification model, whereas the reference method required527

five models (one per activity type). The multiclass performance obtained by528

the suggested approach was also evaluated and the best result in this con-529

figuration was 61%. Besides being very effective, the proposed formulation530

is highly flexible, as time series of arbitrary length can be classified. The531

logitboost classifier obtained the best results across the different settings.532

This can be due to the fact that this method can overcome the influence of533

noisy observations which are present in the considered data set.534

Future work includes the incorporation of time dependencies between535

observations into a boosting classifier in order to further improve the per-536

formance of the proposed formulation. Finally, a hierarchical classification537

approach where, for example, observations are first labeled as active or pas-538

sive, and then a second level classifier can determine the particular class for539

an observation, is also a promising research direction.540
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Figure 1: A linear classifier for a two class problem (red circles versus blue crosses). The
green (dotted) line, given by (x) = wx + b = 0, separates examples from both classes.
Example generated with the CLOP toolbox (Saffari and Guyon, 2006).
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Figure 2: Combined (training) time series (Sk) of each of the five activities, k =
{FE,RO,LL,WA,LS}, considered in this study. An observation is the vector values
of acceleration measurements from the four considered axes measured at a given time t.
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Figure 3: The considered one-vs-all multiclass classification approach.
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Figure 4: ROC curves for the RF (top) and logitboost (bottom) classifiers for the 5
considered activities.
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Figure 5: Predictions made by the logitboost classifier for the active versus passive
classification problem. The predictions of the model are scaled to the interval [0, 1]. The
horizontal line at y = 0.5 is the classification threshold (i.e., time series with a confidence
value above 0.5 were labeled as passive and active otherwise). Mistakes made by the model
are shown as red squares. The labels above the plot show the particular activity (FE, RO,
LL, WA or LS) activity being performed.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the learning and test data sets. For each activity, the number
of time series, their duration (in minutes) and the number of observations are indicated.
Activity Learning Test

# series Duration # Observ. # series Duration # Observ.

Feeding (FE) 6 10 min. 3600 84 2 min. 10080
Rooting (RO) 7 10 min. 4200 79 2 min. 9480
Walking (WA) 11 10 min. 6600 110 2 min. 13200
Lying Laterally (LL) 11 10 min. 6600 107 2 min. 12840
Lying Sternally (LS) 11 10 min. 6600 110 2 min. 13200
Totals 46 460 min. 27600 490 980 min. 58800
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Table 2: Percentage of correct classifications at the observation level obtained with the
considered classifiers in the test data set. The best result for each activity is shown in
bold.

Activity Neural SVM Naive RF Zarbi Logitboost

Feeding 32.49 0.33 0.00 44.70 62.27 90.79

Rooting 27.62 0.92 0.06 31.96 60.97 66.54

Walking 26.92 0.07 0.00 70.62 90.24 84.63
Lying laterally 46.29 8.67 99.96 8.49 36.44 64.50
Lying Sternally 34.52 0.01 0.00 28.78 78.30 66.75
Average 33.57 2.00 20.00 36.91 65.64 74.64
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Table 3: AUC performance at the observation level (every second) obtained with the
considered classifiers in the test set. The best result for each activity is shown in bold.

Activity Neural SVM Naive RF Zarbi Logitboost

Feeding 0.8469 0.6156 0.6096 0.8457 0.6010 0.8719

Rooting 0.7655 0.6978 0.6728 0.7589 0.6633 0.7986

Walking 0.7494 0.7339 0.7342 0.7480 0.7278 0.7693

Lying laterally 0.7136 0.7131 0.5324 0.7311 0.4773 0.8261

Lying Sternally 0.7271 0.6518 0.6712 0.7845 0.6547 0.7866

Average 0.7605 0.6824 0.6440 0.7737 0.6248 0.8105
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Table 4: Percentage of correct classifications at the series-level (2 min) obtained with the
considered classifiers in the test set. The best result for each activity is shown in bold.

Activity Neural SVM Naive RF Zarbi Logitboost Reference

Feeding 42 0 0 47 65 100 79
Rooting 22 0 0 22 65 78 56
Walking 17 0 0 93 97 91 74
Lying laterally 45 9 100 7 36 65 83
Lying Sternally 35 0 0 25 81 65 30
Average 32 2 20 39 69 80 64
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Table 5: Percentage of correct classifications for the active versus passive activity classifi-
cation task at the series-level (2 min).

Activity Neural SVM Naive RF Zarbi Logitboost Reference

Active 90.03 74.91 0.00 100.00 68.26 94.46 96.00
Passive 80.45 63.18 100.00 35.00 61.36 85.00 94.00
Average 85.24 69.05 50.00 67.50 64.81 89.73 95.00
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Table 6: Percentage of correct classifications for sow-activity classification under the mul-
ticlass setting.

Level Neural SVM Naive RF Zarbi Logitboost

Observations 45.14 37.38 22.38 40.44 35.15 51.86
Series 52.14 19.35 22.40 48.88 37.27 61.10
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Table 7: Confusion matrix for the predictions made with the logitboost classifier.
True predicted Feeding Rooting Walking L. Laterally L. Sternally
Feeding 75.29 24.71 0.00 0.00 0.00
Rooting 24.05 46.84 29.11 0.00 0.00
Walking 0.93 0.00 92.52 0.93 5.62
L. Laterally 6.36 3.64 9.09 60.00 20.91
L. Sternally 6.36 0.00 46.36 16.36 30.92
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